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Moan Lisa

April 14 at 12:11pm ·

I know there's been discussion before; but what is a good way to host a mail art show for profit?
The gallery here is interested in the mail art I brought in but they said they need to sell art, not
just show it as much as they would like to do that. I think the best I've come up with so far is



everyone who sends in a piece will receive half of the sale price if it sells, the other half going to
the gallery. All items would be priced the same.

Is this bad ethics? I know there's some out there who say keep the money out of mail art; but I
don't see why to always do that, we break just about every other kind of rule.

Unlike · Comment · Share

You, Picasso Gaglione, Lowell Darling, Jennifer Weigel and 2 others like this.
Scott Bellew Displaying art without a price runs the risk of being seen as a worthless creation.
You put time, effort, ability, etc into your creations. As a potential owner of your creations, I
would want to give you something in exchange for those efforts put into it that I did not. Money is
one form of this. It is spiritual prosperity if you will. Not spending money but circulating worth.
April 14 at 1:30pm · Like · 1
Picasso Gaglione Sell all the mail art you like......
April 14 at 1:41pm · Like · 1
Picasso Gaglione PS.....you can sell any thing of mine dear Moan !!!!!
April 14 at 1:42pm · Like · 1
Jesse Jesarchives Edwards sell what you can . . . for what ever price you can . . . . do not worry
about sending me any cash . . . . until WE hit 7 figures . . . . .
April 14 at 1:46pm · Like · 3
Sarah Davis Maybe a charity we all agree on or maybe of your own choosing.. A different one
every month... You have so many pieces from so many different people it would be awfully hard
to keep up with everyone's payments here and there.. Idk just a thought..
April 14 at 6:59pm · Like · 1
Moan Lisa A charity would be good, especially a local one.
April 14 at 7:00pm · Like · 1
Picasso Gaglione if you every sell any of my art....keep all the money....
April 14 at 7:01pm · Like · 2
Moan Lisa Dear Picasso, I would never sell any of your rubber stamps. I use them too much.
April 14 at 7:02pm · Like · 1
Picasso Gaglione thank you.....love you.
April 14 at 7:04pm · Like · 1
Moan Lisa Send more of them! I will trade you for a 5089 nethacker stamp designed by Chuck
Welch!
April 14 at 7:05pm · Like · 1
Picasso Gaglione will do.....soon !!!!!!
April 14 at 7:06pm · Like · 1
Moan Lisa
April 14 at 7:06pm · Like · 3
Picasso Gaglione very cool.....i like.
April 14 at 7:07pm · Like · 1
Sinclair Scripa Sell. Selll sellllllllllllllllll



April 14 at 7:18pm · Like · 2
Sinclair Scripa I like too
April 14 at 7:19pm · Like · 2
Picasso Gaglione buy....buy......bye.
April 14 at 7:19pm · Like · 1
Juan Manuel Ipiña Find a different gallery. Galleries that charge the artists end up losing their
credibility. Perhaps going for a publisher would be a good idea?
Yesterday at 11:36am · Like · 1
Juan Manuel Ipiña Taschen?See Translation
Yesterday at 11:36am · Like · 1
Moan Lisa What's Taschen?
Yesterday at 11:39am · Like
Juan Manuel Ipiña http://www.taschen.com/.../catalogue/home/index.inicio.htm
Libros TASCHEN: Editorial de libros sobre arte, arquitectura, diseño y fotografía
Los libros de TASCHEN disparan el deseo de comprar:...
TASCHEN.COM|BY TASCHEN
Yesterday at 11:40am · Like
Moan Lisa I don't think there are many other galleries around here.
Yesterday at 11:40am · Like
Moan Lisa When I talked to the gallery owner, he seemed to think the idea of the ringed binding
was the best option for a book.
Yesterday at 11:41am · Like
Moan Lisa They also came up with the idea of one hole punch in the top and hanging the pieces
so people could view both sides of them
Yesterday at 11:41am · Like · 1
Juan Manuel Ipiña Go for the Town Hall then. Selling mail art takes the art out of the mail.
Yesterday at 11:41am · Like · 1
Moan Lisa Ray Johnson sold his mail art.
Yesterday at 11:42am · Like
Juan Manuel Ipiña If you had a Ray Johnsons... would you put it up for grabs along the rest?
Yesterday at 11:42am · Like
Moan Lisa I don't know, I'm not really that knowledgeable about money and art, I just wanted to
show the works really.
Yesterday at 11:43am · Like · 1
Moan Lisa I think I would yes.
Yesterday at 11:43am · Like · 1
Moan Lisa I'm not really a hoarder
Yesterday at 11:43am · Like · 1
Juan Manuel Ipiña If you had a Picabia? Or an Ernst?
Yesterday at 11:45am · Like · 2
Moan Lisa Or a Golden Ticket?
Yesterday at 11:46am · Like · 1



Juan Manuel Ipiña If I was a speculator I would buy the whole bunch from you, and then contact
Taschen.
Yesterday at 11:47am · Like · 1
Moan Lisa Do you have the right to reproduce it if you own the hard copy?
Yesterday at 11:48am · Like
Juan Manuel Ipiña Or else, in the meantime, hire a young designer and make a blurb out of the
whole collection. www.blurb.com
Create and self-publish books, magazines & ebooks | Blurb
Create and publish a book, magazine or ebook with...
BLURB.COM
Yesterday at 11:48am · Like
Moan Lisa I've published books through Lulu quite a bit. Nobody is interested in them.
Yesterday at 11:49am · Like
Juan Manuel Ipiña Everybody loves large coffee table books with colorful illustrations and
almost no text.
Yesterday at 11:50am · Like · 2
Moan Lisa I'd need to invest in a good scanner, mine is a piece of junk.
Yesterday at 11:51am · Like
Moan Lisa And it would be a lot of work.
Yesterday at 11:51am · Like
Juan Manuel Ipiña Perhaps a bridged version, only to work as a hook for the big editorial deal
coming later.
Yesterday at 11:52am · Like
Moan Lisa I wouldn't have even gone to the gallery in the first place if you hadn't suggested it by
the way.
Yesterday at 11:52am · Like · 1
Moan Lisa How big would that be? I don't know. It sounds like a lot of work, I have a short
attention span.
Yesterday at 11:53am · Like
Juan Manuel Ipiña  My suggestion was about the local museum, which would normally have a
team of beautiful young curators willing to provide their assistance...
Yesterday at 11:53am · Like · 1
Moan Lisa I wouldn't know what to ask them, and I don't even know where the museum is at!
Yesterday at 11:54am · Like
Moan Lisa They moved it after the flood and last time I checked there were at least two different
addresses given for it.
Yesterday at 11:55am · Like
Juan Manuel Ipiña Think about the young curators and you'll find the way.
Yesterday at 11:55am · Like · 1
Moan Lisa I doubt it, not any time soon. Even if I knew where it was it's hard for me to break
through my social anxiety for things like this.
Yesterday at 11:56am · Like
Juan Manuel Ipiña Start by sending a letter. They probably know who you are already.



Yesterday at 11:58am · Like · 1
Moan Lisa I have never thought to send mail art to a museum.
Yesterday at 12:01pm · Like
Moan Lisa I've sent to galleries before but never a museum
Yesterday at 12:02pm · Like
Juan Manuel Ipiña Everything you have done so far has an enormous value. It is easy to forget
this when you are in the middle of everything. People at the museum have a trained eye for this.
Yesterday at 12:02pm · Like
Moan Lisa I did just contact Taschen.
Yesterday at 12:02pm · Like
Juan Manuel Ipiña Taschen won't be an easy bone... it will take time.
Yesterday at 12:03pm · Like · 1
Moan Lisa Not much is easy in the art world.
Yesterday at 12:03pm · Like · 2
Juan Manuel Ipiña Well, I used to enjoy the free wine, and the flirting.
Yesterday at 12:04pm · Like · 2
Moan Lisa I'm not much of a drinker or a flirter.
Yesterday at 12:04pm · Like · 1
Lee Goldberg I've never thought of mailart as something for profit...once it gets to the person it's
been sent to--it's theirs..to do with what they want...@ how do you plan to do the bookkeeping
on the whole thing? let the gallery do their pricing...get your per...See More
22 hrs · Like · 1
Moan Lisa I don't know what I'll do; another option I thought of is to make the mail art in the
books be NOT FOR SALE, and to appease their need to sell things, I could offer some of my
own mail art works to be sold _before mailing them_, and then I could mail t...See More
22 hrs · Like
Jim Leftwich you're making this way more complicated than it needs to be. mail art doesn't need
galleries or curators or collectors or coffee table book publishers. the mail box is the museum.
senders receive.
21 hrs · Like · 1
Moan Lisa But there are shows all the time, all over the place. We don't need it but does it hurt?
I'm just interested in doing something with mail art in my local community and this seems to be
the best option I've had crop up. I'm all open to ideas, I'd like to make something people are
happy with.
21 hrs · Like
Moan Lisa An idea we have floating around is a call specifically for art that is for sale (which has
been done before -- I've participated in these)
21 hrs · Like
Moan Lisa The artist gets half and the gallery gets half. Big deal.
21 hrs · Like
Lowell Darling 50-50 is a general gallerist/artist deal, but the gallery should offer you a curator's
fee out of their percentage.you are doing their work for them...
21 hrs · Like · 1



Moan Lisa I work for free all the time. How is this different? I just care about getting a show
together. It's something new and kind of exciting.
21 hrs · Like
Moan Lisa Besides, I can participate as well in the call.
21 hrs · Like
Jim Leftwich i've done i don't know maybe 50 shows, maybe more than that, in schools and
churches and warehouses, all over town, but i haven't done any in galleries. i used to do one
almost every other Wednesday, in a little alternative arts space that was mostly used by indie
rock bands and sort of new-age workshop folks. it was fun. i did it for 3 years.
21 hrs · Like · 1
Lowell Darling well, i ain't psychic, Moan Lisa... i've worked free all of my life, and in retrospect it
isn't the best decision i ever made. on the other hand, i wouldn't change. so......
21 hrs · Unlike · 2
Moan Lisa I don't know a lot of people locally. I know the gallery owner and he's pretty interested
in mail art and likes what I do. Doing it in a different location just isn't something I'm comfortable
dealing with right now.
21 hrs · Like
Lowell Darling PS: after fifty-some years of primarily pro-bono work, i now take 100% of
everything i sell.
18 hrs · Edited · Unlike · 2
Lowell Darling and it should be 500%. ha!
21 hrs · Unlike · 2
Lorraine Kwan What would you do with the ones that don't sell?
20 hrs · Like
Moan Lisa I'd probably keep them for my archives.
20 hrs · Like
Mark Bloch no rules just state them up front/ Make up a plan and announce it Hopefully one that
makes money....
18 hrs · Like · 1
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Moan Lisa
Yesterday ·
A book of mail art. — with Judy Staroscik, Erica Durante, Andrep Pace and 40 others.
Unlike · Comment · Stop Notifications · Share
You, Diane Keys, Shawn McMurtagh, Matthew Stolteand 83 others like this.
2 shares
Angie Seffker Cope Nice!
Yesterday at 6:09pm · Like · 1
Lucia Spagnuolo Beatiful !!!See Translation
Yesterday at 6:49pm · Like · 1
Jennifer Weigel Very nice Moan Lisa
Yesterday at 7:08pm · Like · 1
Sinclair Scripa Were these all postcards or the sams sized images to start? And are there
stamps and addresses on the reverse sides?
Yesterday at 7:21pm · Like · 1
Moan Lisa Not all postcards, some were sent inside envelopes. But a lot of them are postcards.
Yesterday at 7:22pm · Like · 2
Moan Lisa They are all roughly postcard size.
Yesterday at 7:22pm · Like
Sinclair Scripa So you didnt trim to get more uniformity? Did you mount the paper
Yesterday at 7:23pm · Like · 1
Moan Lisa I trimmed a couple of them.
Yesterday at 7:24pm · Like · 1
Moan Lisa "mount the paper"?
Yesterday at 7:24pm · Like · 1



Moan Lisa I don't think it sounds like anything I did.
Yesterday at 7:24pm · Like · 1
Sinclair Scripa Your photo looks as though all of the cards are on cardstock, not on paper. hi
was just wondering if the things that came in envelopes, that may have been on paper are also
in your little binder there. Anyhow it looks great!
Yesterday at 8:01pm · Like · 1
Moan Lisa There are some heavy cardboard pieces and some plain paper ones; and all manner
of in between.
Yesterday at 8:03pm · Like · 2
Sinclair Scripa Oh ok. ... Are these roughly 6x8 or 8x12 inches?
Yesterday at 8:04pm · Like
Moan Lisa Maybe 4x6 - 5x7
Yesterday at 8:05pm · Like · 2
Allegra Sleep Great idea!
Yesterday at 8:27pm · Like · 1
Terry Owenby Ooooh, I like this!! Wonderful idea. That's a lot of mail art!!
Yesterday at 9:21pm · Like · 1
Sinclair Scripa Good luck bro!
Yesterday at 9:30pm · Like · 1
Mark Bloch Sell it!
Yesterday at 10:50pm · Like · 2
Sparkle Brown I'm ready for the page by page viewing now.
Yesterday at 10:59pm · Like · 3
Allegra Sleep Me too
Yesterday at 11:07pm · Like · 2
Charlie Holt Pity there's holes in the work
21 hrs · Like · 2
Moan Lisa Holes or glue.
21 hrs · Like
Charlie Holt Holes.......
21 hrs · Like · 1
Matthew Stolte Super!
16 hrs · Like · 1
Lucia Spagnuolo why do not you show us the other pages .
15 hrs · Like · 2
Moan Lisa It would take all day photographing and uploading them!
15 hrs · Like · 2
Moan Lisa Maybe some day....?
15 hrs · Like · 1
Lucia Spagnuolo when?See Translation
15 hrs · Like · 2
Moan Lisa I said ***maybe***!!!
15 hrs · Like · 1



Thomas Brown Maybe is there a world global mail art museum center somewhere? A building,
not a website...
14 hrs · Like · 2
Moan Lisa I could take a video instead of photographs; it would be much easier but less quality
14 hrs · Like · 3
Thomas Brown Maybe you could start the World Global Mail Art Centre Museum in Iowa.
14 hrs · Like
Sparkle Brown Yes, I'd watch that!!
14 hrs · Like · 2
Thomas Brown That won't take a whole lot of time, would it?
14 hrs · Like · 1
Moan Lisa Maybe later.
14 hrs · Like · 2
Moan Lisa I'm off to the PO now!
14 hrs · Like · 1
Charlie Holt Great pity
13 hrs · Like · 1
Charlie Holt When there so many simple ways of making book that don't involve holes in the
work
13 hrs · Like · 1
Moan Lisa I like my way.
13 hrs · Unlike · 5
Charlie Holt Ok .......it's the easy solution .......
12 hrs · Like · 1
Moan Lisa Not just easier, but more versatile.
12 hrs · Unlike · 2
Moan Lisa I can move pages around between books to reorganize.
12 hrs · Like · 1
Charlie Holt How do the artists feel about about their work defaced with punched holes
12 hrs · Like · 2
Charlie Holt Well Thomas Brown what do you think
12 hrs · Like · 2
Thomas Brown I am fine with it because otherwise it might be sitting in a file folder or box
somewhere never seen. At least this way, it might be passed around for viewing. Also...if it's a
really quality quality quality work, you frame it.
12 hrs · Like · 3
Charlie Holt Ok mr brown ....I will leave it there
12 hrs · Like · 1
Moan Lisa It's true, I would probably throw it in the trash bin if I didn't make it into books.
11 hrs · Like · 1
Moan Lisa I just get too much mail!
11 hrs · Like
Llori Bryant-Stein makes me want to laminate some keyring tiny chaps



11 hrs · Like · 1
Llori Bryant-Stein 'charm chaps' yet another failed enterprise of mine from the past  (90s)
11 hrs · Like · 2
Charlie Holt They aren't books .......that's it ......my last comment
11 hrs · Like · 2
Moan Lisa Lol. It's still a book regardless how ugly it may seem to you.
11 hrs · Unlike · 3
Fausto Grossi Terenzio moan maybe is good idea open a
moan lisa
museum or fundation where toshow the"cspolavori" thst you receive every day
11 hrs · Like · 1
Moan Lisa Maybe some day.
11 hrs · Like · 1
Juan López de Ael
11 hrs · Like · 2
Moan Lisa I just took a video of the thing and it's uploading now.
11 hrs · Like · 1
Moan Lisa It's not exactly short even though I went pretty fast through it.
11 hrs · Like · 1
Llori Bryant-Stein
11 hrs · Like · 1
Mark Bloch holes are OK otherwise we wouldn't have seen it.

I have grappled with this for decades. Get it out there to share with others anyway you can!
10 hrs · Edited · Unlike · 2
Mark Bloch The movie was great. Now the next question is why do we do this? Ha ha ha ha.
10 hrs · Like · 1
Moan Lisa Mark, for the gallery call I plan to send postcards with the holes already punched.
This will let the artists be creative about them.
10 hrs · Like · 2
Juan López de Ael
10 hrs · Like · 2
Llori Bryant-Stein to increase and diffuse
10 hrs · Like · 1
Mark Bloch see now that is smart.
10 hrs · Like · 2
Mark Bloch Please send me the rejected holes before sending.
10 hrs · Like · 2
Thomas Brown Charlie, how would you do it?
10 hrs · Like · 1
Llori Bryant-Stein holes are great, used to take the tons i would create then put them in resin
and make paperweights.
9 hrs · Like · 2



Thomas Brown photos Llori?
9 hrs · Like
Llori Bryant-Stein i might, i gave most away long ago. (wasn't as anal in 'cataloging' back then.  )
times like this i am reminded how fun the small press was/is.
9 hrs · Unlike · 2
Jim Leftwich Moan, there's no such thing as too much mail. don't throw any of it away. you will
find a place for it -- or, more likely, the place for it will find you. your books are a great solution to
the problem of having so many pieces.
7 hrs · Like · 2
Sparkle Brown Never in my life have I heard a mail artist say that they get too much mail!! Oh, to
be Moan!!!
3 hrs · Unlike · 3
Sinclair Scripa Moan Lisa the artist of our day.... TOO MUCH!
1 hr · Like · 2
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Al Ackerman (1986): But today, in terms of audience appeal and packing them in, mailart is
definitely rivaling things like Morris Dancing and bee-keeping. This is called
'audiencelessness'-or the New Audiencelessness, if one happens to be speaking recently-and,
you know what they say, once an art form or narrow-focus activity achieves this kind of
non-recognition through all-out public apathy, then those of us who practice it find that we have,
in a measure, been delivered from the constraints of public scrutiny and expectation.

Letter to Monty Cantsin from Al Ackerman in David Zack's Crazy Old Poets Magazine, January
1984.
"Whatever the impulses may be that cause people to explain themselves in interviews, my
impulses don't work that way; in fact, my impulses all seem to scuttle in pretty much the opposit
direction.  I took up your questions with the best of intentions in the world but immediately found
what I'd known all along, that trying to 'expain' myself, trying to lay everything out in clear,
straight-forward, categorical-type terms off a questionaire gives me the same feeling I get at a
gallery or when there's political speech-making going on: it fills me with this immense anquished
lassitude, is what it does. You don't want me to go around being filled with immense lassitude,
do you?"



Lon Spiegelman - I also find it troubling that the term 'art' is used in this context of
communication. Maybe it should be called 'mail communication', because that is all that art
really is, i.e. communication. One need not be an 'artist' in the classical sense to be involved in
the communication phenomenon which is termed 'mail art'. It is strictly communication between
two parties (the sender and receiver). It is a one to one communication and no one has control
or censorship over the pathway. Therein lies the anarchistic, revolutionary aspect of mail
communication. It crosses boundaries as ideas fly with the wind.
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John Crouse & Jim Leftwich
ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIXTY THREE

scholars usually mention: "envelope medium diction"
towards better cancer: "limits orthodox empires"
its final use: "is marauding litigation"
mitigate some measure: "fits words hollow"
lauding the virtues: "of their of"
this liminal position: "and would have"
impress of shipwrights: "liminal the moon"
orthodoxy would anticipate: "final buttered shoes"
limited and misses: "timepieces stranded cottage"
condition of knowledge: "fishing antiquate shirtsleeves"
mediating their understanding: "poison vultures treasure"
development of headpieces: "fuse dancer retention."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIXTY FOUR

the coldly rational: "particle board wink"
getting a table: "seven hand bone"
the spate question: "stub violent then"
the answer is: "thin gritting than"
violate the taboos: "rain of sniffs"
subtly separate traditions: "grail by beans"
and keener competition: "pirate the answer"
money by choosing: "spot and folded"
an integral part: "rummage generosity prose"



even if prices: "parking shoes completion"
think of generosity: "radish taboo hiss"
particular brain damage: "equestrian fable rotation."
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Six Months Aint No Sentence
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poems is p zu that seeir
etc them copier shadows
are mark constructih actual
some yes blue hand
horrible light
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poems is p zu that seeir horrible
etc them co,pier shadows some are
mark constructih ac,tual are some
yes blue hand etc ho,rrible light
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So who was Dieter Roth? A transdisciplinary "total" artist comparable to Andy Warhol and
Joseph Beuys (as the exhibition`s press material suggests)? A concrete poet branching out into
the non-linguistic world of sausages and garbage? Or just a high-energy scatologist with the
unlimited will to produce constantly new "shit"? In one of his many attempts to describe his own
activities, he concludes: "I would call myself an inventor of machines that arc meant to entertain
(or inspire) feelings (or thoughts) that help to digest this Central European civilization wading in
junk." The digestive metaphors recurred all through his career. In 1966 he published a collection
of poems under what he later called the "ironic = anxious neutralizing" title Scheisse-Neue
Gedichte von Diter Rot (Shit-New poems by Diter Rot), soon to he followed by other collections
of "more shit," "damn shit," "complete shit," and so on. In the first volume, the poem "mein Auge
ist ein Mund" (my eye is a mouth), formulates the basic parameters of a lifelong attempt to break
out of traditional aesthetics as something linked to vision and to question the hegemony of the
eye and the ocular metaphors that dominate all discourse about art. Here he establishes the
notion of an all-encompassing metabolism, and also draws scatological conclusions:

my eye is a mouth
my eyelids are the mouth`s lips
my eye lashes are the mouth`s teeth
my eyeball is the mouth`s tongue
my iris is the top of the tongue
my pupil is the mouth`s kiss
my eye socket is the mouth`s palate
my optic nerve is the mouth`s pharynx
my brain is the mouth`s stomach
my images are the mouth`s digestion
my life is the mouth`s excrement

Roth often described himself as a poet involved in a kind of guest performance in the art world
(but in fact he was never taken quite seriously in the literary world). --Daniel Birnbaum, Artforum
September 2003
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Feeling perhaps that his creative choices could not be trusted, Roth, instead, created a system
of no choice: working only with whatever was close at hand. An early example of his
determination not to engage in decision making was a work he called a “poetry machine,” a
black page of paper with holes. Held over text, the “machine” made the artistic decisions for
him, determining which words to use. In this scenario, he couldn’t be blamed for making the
“wrong” poetic decisions. Here, chance was God.
Roth’s idea of chance is, of course, quite different from someone like John Cage. Whereas
Cage’s “chance” originates in a sense of playfulness as well as spirituality, Roth’s idea of
chance originates, instead, in insecurity and a desire to be free from the tyranny of choice.
Trapped inside the mess of his own accumulation, Roth made for himself a kind of diorama of
his childhood: a whir of chaos and madness, as if by doing so he might somehow be able to
speak to the dark cut of trauma inflicted on his psyche in childhood. Too, he was known to not
be able to let things go: collecting ephemera from the street, refusing to throw out his own
waste. Collecting it, instead, and using it in his work. --Notes Toward a New Language: On
Dieter Roth BY CYNTHIA CRUZ
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De Villo Sloan

4 hrs ·

I am pleased to announce the introduction of a new, analytical-critical term to add to the arsenal
of terms used in the interrogation of asemic writing: metAsemics. Thanks to Moan Lisa for
inspiring this. "Tell 'em where you got it and how easy it was, kid." -Nelson
Algrenhttps://minxuslynxus2.wordpress.com/…/minxus-mail-bag-meta…/

MinXus Mail Bag: Metasemics by Moan Lisa (Iowa City, Iowa, USA)
Mail art by Moan Lisa (Iowa City, Iowa, USA) We have received two missives from Moan Lisa
(aka Maria Marisot) directed toward our asemic subsidiary. Whether...
MINXUSLYNXUS2.WORDPRESS.COM
Unlike · Comment · Share

You, De Villo Sloan, Moan Lisa, Jesse Jesarchives Edwards and 3 others like this.
1 share
Pete Spence pretty sad...the idea of Asemic i can fathom as a possibilty but only as an
idea...once it is shown any possibility of the Asemic is finished it is now a readable seme...so
please get off this stupid discourse of the Asemic
4 hrs · Edited · Unlike · 2
Sinclair Scripa I am asemically handicapped... I know... but still
I am asemically yours,
SinSemicClairVoyage
4 hrs · Like · 3
De Villo Sloan Pete Spence, your position is legendary. I'm always glad to give you a platform,
even if it can be a bit painful on the receiving end. As I am commenting on a possibly asemic
work by Moan Lisa entitled "Jizz," I hope no one takes the post as much more than parody of
critical theory. All the same, the asemic debate is a real one. I just hope, you know, I'd hate to
see the ugliness of the Langpo vs. the Beatniks Poetry War ever again in my lifetime.
4 hrs · Like · 3
De Villo Sloan Sinclair Scripa, Lord! Let's not be choosing sides! Jim Leftwich, way more
asemically adept than I am, seemed (at least to me) to suggest asemics are a variant of vispo.
No one disputes vispo. If you want to call it vispo, fine with me. I'll call a coackroach a race



horse, if we all stay friends.
4 hrs · Like · 3
Pete Spence i am only pointing out what re presenting means...i think that is an important issue
here...thanks
3 hrs · Like · 2
Pete Spence i put up a few of Jim's works on my page today readables as always...i'm sorry all
my good art friends are all becoming aphasics!!! (joking)
3 hrs · Like · 2
Sinclair Scripa De Villo Sloan
I truly am a know nothing
Just instinct and awareness
That poetry as a force is bigger than ever
And that those statistics mentioned exist.
I wouldnt know the sides if they were in front of my kitchen sink. My idea and definition of vispo
or asemic writing would be off the top of my head based on my observations here on fake, or
probably wikipedia. No sides known nor taken on my part though folks with experience might
skrt me onto one.
Ps the poem object getting sent to you.
3 hrs · Like · 1
De Villo Sloan In many ways, I appreciate it, Pete. I see a lot of work called asemic work being
posted, and I see a lot of little "brush fires" breaking out as people state objections not so much
to the quality of the work but to the concept behind it. When Cheryl Penn & I did an asemic book
project a few years back, the arguing got so bad I had to shut the group down for a while. Moan
Lisa was involved in that, and it wasn't joking around. Maybe these issues will be addressed
somewhere, somehow.
3 hrs · Edited · Like · 3
Sinclair Scripa De Villo Sloan
I am a joker. ... we will alwats laugh tigether! I may not get much but I usually get a joke when I
see ine. And you know I cant resist getting on the laugh wagon.
3 hrs · Like · 2
Moan Lisa It's meant to be read through a kaleidoscope.
3 hrs · Unlike · 3
Sinclair Scripa I rarely take sides except with my blood whose breath I smell and toilets I mop.
3 hrs · Like · 1
De Villo Sloan Sinclair Scripa, I am not that concerned about definitions, although it might seem
like I am. Having been a novice coordinating a big asemic project a few years back, I learned
fast. "Serious" asemic writers are a bit contentious, IMHO. I railed about "Asemic Correctness"
for a time and modified my position to call the work we were doing asemic-vispo. That cut down
the arguing enough so we could actually finish. Glad it's over, although I'd like to re-issue the
books.
3 hrs · Like · 2

Pete Spence Mona Lisa nice admitting "to be read" sort makes my case...



3 hrs · Unlike · 2
De Villo Sloan Moan Lisa always get me in a mess.
3 hrs · Unlike · 4
Pete Spence spence helps too...
3 hrs · Edited · Unlike · 4
Moan Lisa I'd like doing another round of the books, they were fun.
3 hrs · Like · 1
De Villo Sloan Pete Spence, I don't want to be dismissive of others. But given your record in the
vispo world, I am gonna take you seriously. (Moan Lisa - I don't know  ) And I don't even take
myself seriously most of the time.
3 hrs · Edited · Like · 2
Pete Spence as long as we can discuss...i'm happy enough...i do get a bit stringent on the issue
but i still think we can move along on our particular views while continually reviewing them etc
etc...
3 hrs · Like · 1
Pete Spence my work i hope to challenge meaning nothing more i use materials that are
generally plied in publications remade as in the end no more than nice constructivist makings...
3 hrs · Like · 1
Pete Spence marking maybe....
3 hrs · Like
De Villo Sloan Pete Spence, I wrote a post about this somewhere in the last few weeks. Vispo
has effortlessly been accepted, even in academe. It looks like very little resistance. Asemic
writing is a different story. Pockets of resistance all around. I don't know what to make of it, but I
am being cautious, I'll tell you. The theory does seem sound to me. That said, FB just can't
accommodate a complex theoretical discusson.
3 hrs · Edited · Unlike · 2
Sinclair Scripa Ok... Im gonna go to Wikipedia now to learn what I know nothing about. You
guys are now all my vispo&asemic senseis so ... yeah.
3 hrs · Like · 1
Pete Spence i wouldn't dismiss anyone...but i would hope that everyone within the Vis/Po
network or artists of any persuasion read well the theory that has been well set down and
modified where necessary..over time...
3 hrs · Edited · Like · 1
De Villo Sloan And Moan Lisa? You know I am joking about taking you seriously, right? I do. As
seriously as a blinding migraine.
3 hrs · Like · 2
Moan Lisa What are we even talking about?
3 hrs · Like · 1
Pete Spence well you lot might think Vis/Po is taken seriously these days but i rot here in
Australia with only disdain for my work to accompany me
3 hrs · Unlike · 3
Moan Lisa I didn't know what vispo was until well after I started doing it. I tend to work that way
an awful lot. God I hate to read.



3 hrs · Like · 2
De Villo Sloan Really sorry to hear that, Pete. After many, many years I opened a popular,
mainstream, undergraduate poetry anthology to find a whole section of vispo. To me, that's
progress. However, it doesn't solve the problem that what the majority might consider a humble
middle class life (in terms of material things) is considered a spectacular success to anyone who
has doggedly pursued and remained true to poetry.
37 mins · Edited · Like · 2
Pete Spence well i'm not middle class these days...we scrounge fairly hard each week to get
by...and its getting harder...its good that i enjoy ALL the things i make and write because it
probably these days sustains me
3 hrs · Edited · Unlike · 3
Jim Leftwich asemic writing is a kind of aspirational writing... we enter into the process and by
doing so set for ourselves an array of unattainable goals... but the practice, the during of the
process, permits us to fuck with our own heads in some rather specific ways, and maybe over
time to alter if not consciousness itself then perhaps the squiggly path of an axon or a dendrite...
so, asemia = not so much a fucking of as a fucking with the sign, the sign and/or the seme, not
that any of it is the same. well, ok, some of it is the same, or so it seems, and so it is, in the
seams... for myself, and mostly to myself, i started using the word "pansemia" back in the early
00s. pansemic writing... it is not intended entirely as a joke... maybe it is only a station of our
ongoing asemic fuckery... how could we know? if the asemic works at all, surely it works in
mysterious ways... a month or so ago i photographed the bottom of an old piece of cookery and
sent it to bill beamer. i called it frying pansemia... the possibilities are truly and hopelessly
endless. asemic writing is a futile attempt to escape the ubiquitous and incessant excess of
meaning. the more we struggle against this excess, the more meanings we create.
42 mins · Like · 3
De Villo Sloan Thanks for weighing in here, Jim Leftwich. A most worthy rant. Moan Lisa - we're
trying to get all this vispo stuff worked out so you - who doesn't like to read - won't have to read
anymore but still can enjoy poetry. Keep doing what you're doing. Surprising or maybe
appropriate that this thread is the result of a piece titled "Jizz" by Moan.
28 mins · Unlike · 2
Jim Leftwich i have been deliberately misreading Jizz as Jazz, as a way of encouraging my
tendencies toward improvisational interpretation. thanks Moan! reading aint what it used to be...
24 mins · Like · 2
Moan Lisa Joe's
21 mins · Like
Jesse Jesarchives Edwards i got off . . . GET OFF . . . on these kind of threads . . . . for me it is
some kind of ART SCHOOL . . . . i had to google VISPO and ASEMIC . . . . . hard to really
understand . . . . but at least i now know that these words and concepts exist . . . . .
19 mins · Unlike · 2
Jim Leftwich dear Sinclair, please ask your colleagues The Professists in Academe to
appropriate and repurpose my term "asemic fuckery". it is in search of a proper definition. i will
ask my comrades The Post-Neos in Akademgorod to do the same. for my part, i think Asemic
Fuckery is a spiritual discipline, and its True Name is Pansemic Writing.



12 mins · Like · 1
Jim Leftwich Olchar E. Lindsann
12 mins · Like

Jim Leftwich Olchar E. Lindsann
12 hrs · Like · 1
Spencer Selby Poets and artists have always taken the way they frame their work too seriously.
These are just labels. The ultimate example and proof of this would be Abstract Expressionism.
The most prominent of this ouvre didn't like the term
11 hrs · Unlike · 5
De Villo Sloan Jesse Jesarchives Edwards - why do I think you are playing possum as the great
Mudhead might suggest? Back long, long ago when Fluxus roamed the earth certain individuals
not unassociated with Fluxus championed concrete poetry. Much of what is being discussed in
this thread is part of that continuum, IMHO. There are other sources, no question, but concrete
poetry is one of the foundations. And thanks Spencer Selby. Check out Spencer's work if you
want to be even more challenged about the nature of, er, pansemics. I'm saying it's good stuff,
just to be clear. The Emerald Light of the 35th Chakra channels through Jim Leftwich today, I
think.
10 hrs · Edited · Unlike · 5
Pete Spence from the flying pan into the fire !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 hrs · Edited · Unlike · 2
Pete Spence one thing for sure i find a majority of the work whose group title i am critical of very
good indeed...and i look at a lot of stuff
3 hrs · Unlike · 3
Jesse Jesarchives Edwards i am a possum . . . . not playing . . . . last time i had the chance i
made a hand print in wet cement . . . . . i even put the date along side the print . . . . .
54 mins · Unlike · 1

Jesse Jesarchives Edwards i am a possum . . . . not playing . . . . last time i had the chance i
made a hand print in wet cement . . . . . i even put the date along side the print . . . . .
13 hrs · Unlike · 2
De Villo Sloan Then Jesse Jesarchives Edwards - Brion Gysin as well as BG in collaboration
with William S. Burroughs have done interesting things deemed asemic and/or visual and
concrete poetry. Somewhere I got the impression (maybe mistaken) you are a Burroughs fan.
9 hrs · Like · 1
Pete Spence De Villo Sloan did the writers artist Gyson/ Burroughs say they were Asemic!!
NO...appropriations like this deny the intent of the work
8 hrs · Edited · Unlike · 1
De Villo Sloan Pete, neither Gysin nor Burroughs ever used the terms "asemic," "visual poetry"
or "concrete poetry," as far as I know. I believe the work by Gysin so frequently cited by the
asemic writers began as grid paintings of combined Japanese and Arabic. They became
progressively abstract and were essentially calligraphy. Some of Burroughs' most interesting



work in this area involves collage related to development of the cut-up technique. Others here
know far more about this than I do. (The term "asemic" was not used until the 1990s?) I don't
think there is any great harm in locating precedents or precursors in history who contribute to
some current condition. Allen Ginsberg could not have written without William Blake and Walt
Whitman before him. See what I mean? The deference to Gysin seems widespread. Henri
Michaux as well.
8 hrs · Edited · Like · 2
De Villo Sloan http://thenewpostliterate.blogspot.com/.../brion-gysin-at...
The New Post-literate: A Gallery Of Asemic Writing: Brion Gysin at Extreme...
THENEWPOSTLITERATE.BLOGSPOT.COM|BY MICHAEL JACOBSON
8 hrs · Like
Pete Spence SO...just like the bloody L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E School appropriate that which
serves your cause...pathetic
8 hrs · Unlike · 1
Pete Spence i saw bloody Tim Gaze appropriate Michaux into his Asemic lexicon...really that
was not the artists intent...so if you don't get that point...then i'm talking to a brick wall
8 hrs · Like
De Villo Sloan I don't want to be in a position where I'm the advocate or spokesmodel for the
asemic writers. Some of them have chewed me up pretty well. And that's another story issue
Pete. Yes, in their Stalinist phase the L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E folks spent more time rewriting
history than they did writing poetry, IMHO. I still bristle over Watten's quick dismissal of Charles
Olson as a "Romantic." But it's the nature of the beast, Pete. History gets rewritten. Reputations
rise and fall.
8 hrs · Like
De Villo Sloan I get the point, Pete. I do.
8 hrs · Like · 1
Pete Spence we all know the road of reference for our particular work but appropriation to raise
your position to me has a little immoral status hanging to it
8 hrs · Like
Jesse Jesarchives Edwards thank god for atheists . . . . and for the post illiterate . . . . so much
to google today . . . . so much to learn from the pre literate days to today when i feel post
illiterate . . . . . wish i had taken art 101 . . . . instead of bowling . . . .
8 hrs · Like · 2
De Villo Sloan In the future there will be bowling as we know it. In the future there will not be
literature (as we know it).
5 hrs · Like · 1
Pete Spence well i'd hope it developed...but as you know read Knopf poetry of the day...and
rarely do you see any work that is not of a pre 1970 status probably even 1960...so the tradition
is still a weight
5 hrs · Like · 1
Stephen Baraban "a new, analytical-critical term to add to the arsenal of terms used in the
interrogation of asemic writing:"--yes but when I hear the word Interrogation my fingers itch for
the packet of poison pills



2 hrs · Like · 2
Jesse Jesarchives Edwards yes De Villo Sloan i am a fan of mister W. B. . . . . his writing . . . .
his use of the poppy and his visuals . . . . i also like the fact that he did commercials for honda . .
. . he and lou reed . . . proved that there is a second act in the life of usa artists . . . . we know
that there is a second life for politicians . . . . . but that 2 junkies could sell Japanese cycles to
the white middle class citizens of the usa says how smart honda was and how unaware most of
the tv viewers are / were . . . .
1 hr · Like · 1
De Villo Sloan Stephen Baraban, of course my metasemics is parody and "interrogation" was a
considered choice. I can remember once long ago when a Marxist Deconstructionist (at a
school we shall not name) said to me: "We need to clean up the Black Mountain influence
around here."
1 hr · Edited · Like

2 hrs · Like · 1
Jim Leftwich most of the work tim gaze and i were making and calling asemic writing in the late
90s was quasi-calligraphic. the term "asemic" first came to my attention as an ironic cautionary
footnote on a postcard warning me against the continuation of my increasingly letteral and
noisic textual poetry.(i didn't listen...) my own entry into the world of quasi-calligraphic doodling
and scribbling came the morning after a particularly intense experience of what terence
mckenna called the heroic dose. shortly after that tim gaze started publishing a small magazine
called Asemic, and he started doing research into a history of illegible quasi-calligraphic
writings. it didn't take long, less than 10 years, for the practice to turn into a movement of sorts.
in recent years it seems to me to be mostly about aesthetics, and a whole lot of it looks to me
like a kind of abstract art, with barely any relationship to writing of any kind, either current or
historical. i have said many times, and even written a couple of times: NO SUCH THING AS
ASEMIC WRITING. but that doesn't mean we have to stop using the term, and it doesn't mean
we need to quit talking about the process and the practice. for example: i agree with almost
everything you say, pete, and i am glad this discussion exists as an opportunity for you to say it.
Just now · Edited · Like · 2
De Villo Sloan Thank you Jim Leftwich. You provide some invaluable context and history for
those puzzling over the discussion.
12 mins · Unlike · 2

·

53 mins · Unlike · 2
Jesse Jesarchives Edwards thank you Jim Leftwich . . . . i understand more now than i did this
morning . . . . . much more than i did from reading google and wiki whatever . . . . .
27 mins · Unlike · 1
De Villo Sloan After two days of this I am exhausted and don't want to throw gasoline on the fire.
BUT what is wrong with the basic concept of asemic writing? Wik calls it "writing without
semantic content." It's akin to doodling and scribbling. It's similar to automatic writing and



drawing that captivated the Surrealists (and probably where Brion Gysin got it). It's unintelligible
- a concept for deconstructionist types to play with - a total disconnect of signifyer and signified.
I just don't get this horrendous theoretical error that some of the posters are alluding too. Heck,
it's as simple as just plain, terrible hadwriting. (Maybe we should hold some kind of conference
somewhere and slug this out.)
16 mins · Like

·

1 hr · Like
Jim Leftwich i am for better or worse mostly interested in thinking about my own experiences
with the concept and the process of asemic writing. my experiences might be of a little interest
because for a little while in the late 90s tim gaze and i were the only people making this kind of
work and calling it asemic writing. folks who enjoy doing theory are more than welcome to use
anything i say as fuel for their fires. i didn't get involved with any of this as an attempt to prove or
contest any theory.

so, here is some of what i wind up thinking about:

"plain, terrible handwriting" isn't intended to be without semantic content, and it isn't experienced
as having no semantic content. quite the opposite, in fact, on both counts. it may be difficult to
extract the semantic content, but there can be no doubt about the existence of that content.

doodling and scribbling are kinds of drawing, not kinds of writing. when one encounters writing.
one attempts to read it. when one encounters doodling or scribbling one does not necessarily
attempt to read it. i think the general expectation is that one will look at it, as one would look at a
drawing. the intentions are different, and the expectations are different. if one is not attempting
to read it, then one is not experiencing it as being unreadable.

if an instance of writing intentionally makes its reading difficult. then it may be a kind of writing
against itself, a writing against the reasonably assumed expectations of its readers. obviously
this can be true of purely textual writing. it may be polysemic, and it may even thwart
interpretation entirely, but that does not make it asemic.

sometimes polysemic writing is called asemic. john bennett's handwritten poems, for one
example, are often difficult to decipher, and a reader might go through several revisions before
finally seeing what is intended, but they are not asemic. the author does not intend them as
asemic and the reader does not experience them as asemic.
5 hrs · Like
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20 hrs · Like · 1

Pete Spence Jim Cornelis Vleeskens and i had Tim down at Cornelis' shack one weekend...he
was lost had no idea was incorporating anything he could find for his Asemic agenda...really you
lot are in great need to get back and read the basics its a very messy problematic space...of
course now and then i've done work with Tim...but as far as i am concerned it is fucking art not
some misnomer! we tried to teach him how to use a feather to make ink calligraphic works a
bloody mess he near always made...
8 hrs · Edited · Unlike · 2
Pete Spence you should all go study Euclid and you will discover very quickly there is no such
thing as an Asemic mark
8 hrs · Like
Jim Leftwich Pete, at this (for me) late stage of this particular game i am no longer interested in
whether or not the whole idea was misguided and uninformed. i think it's fairly safe to say it was
both. but that doesn't matter much now. it could have mattered in, say, 1998, but it didn't, so that
opportunity has been lost. it all got going as an exploration of some fairly obvious possibilities in
experimental and visual poetry, and then the whole thing got out of control. if i had it to do over
again i would not call it asemic writing. and, if i had not called it asemic writing, specifically in my
interactions with Tim Gaze in the late 90s, then there would not be anything now called the
asemic movement. that is the root of all these other problems. i chose the wrong name for what
i was doing, and Tim latched on to it, and we made thousands of pieces and sent them all over
the world, and others fairly quickly started using the term, and it became a thing. it didn't come
from Gysin or Michaux or Dotremont or crazy grass writing or any of that, that history was
attached after the fact. it really came from my study of some of the poets i was publishing in my
magazine, Juxta. it came from my study of John Bennett and Michael Basinski and Jake Berry
and Tom Taylor, to name just the strongest influences. it was a matter of timing that led me to
start calling (almost exclusively) my quasi-calligraphic pieces asemic writing. i was making a lot



of other vispo at the time too. the trajectory of asemic writing would have been very different if i
had referred to the hundreds of overprintings i made as asemic writing. or, if i had called the
page-as-field letteral pieces i was doing at the time asemic writing then we could have arrived at
Isou and Klebnikov and Abulafia and maybe even Olson as precursors. by 1999 i was standing
in my living room in the middle of the night drinking beers and reading page after page of
asemic calligraphy aloud to myself. it had become a score for a kind of sound poetry (with Bob
Cobbing as an obvious precursor, i'm sure). but we were making messy calligraphic pieces and
calling them asemic writing, and the whole movement seems to have derived from that, starting
with what Tim published in Asemic magazine.
48 mins · Like · 1
Jim Leftwich for anyone who is really interested in researching the beginnings of the current
asemic writing movement, the Avant Writing Collections at Rare Books and Manuscripts Library,
The Ohio State University are definitely the best place to start. you will find a huge amount of
information, in my collections and in John M. Bennett's collections, and some will be in Tom
Taylor's collections. the record is there, for anyone who is willing to do the work of reading it.
4 mins · Like
Jim Leftwich http://library.osu.edu/.../col.../rarebooks/RBMScollections/
Rare Books and Manuscripts: Collections - Ohio State University Libraries
Menu of finding aids and special projects devoted to collections within OSU's Rare Books and
Manuscripts.
LIBRARY.OSU.EDU
4 mins · Like · Remove Preview

24 mins · Like · 1 · Remove Preview
John M. Bennett yes indeed, the collection is vast, and the Leftwich & Bennett papers there are
only the tip of the iceberg(s)
16 mins · Unlike · 1

10 hrs · Unlike · 1
Pete Spence Jim...Cornelis and i were told by Tim it was his idea we told him don't go down that
road at the time...thanks for your note above informs me
3 hrs · Like
Pete Spence pax
3 hrs · Unlike · 1
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words among styles rooster
among goat ahead piano
secured point of
them identity evolved moist
strokes order fees barbarians
unseen fizzles
balance conveys idealized subjective
valuable goo Easter uprising
not intertwines collective unexpected
sand alienates summer
sole storytelling erasing dissident
minutes travel of
pretense with personal offers
keen freedom present-day
chaparral a sea
tripods exploring the geopolitical
tossed pasts on 6
keyboard laboratory
lull elliptical conflicts model
palm-sized reappropriation opening
moments conduct conduit contour
closer concave eye subversion
evocatively anachronistic alludes overlapping
appears practices persistence
two-channel rules rhetoric arrived
aside roles imagines then
fallibility territory
within stimulate carrot cube
representations onwards mental togetherness
source national rotten souvenir
quick embodies symbolic
celebrated squirmed haircut snow
sits immediately acts comparison
acres current ground miracles
intent result itself maps



words among styles intent result itself
among goat ahead acres current ground
secured point sits immediately acts
them identity evolved fallibility
mental within stimulate carrot
pretense with personal
keen freedom present
chaparral an aside roles imagines
tripods exploring the
tossed pasts on
keyboard two-channel rules rhetoric
lull elliptical conflicts
palm-sized reappropriation
moments conduct conduit
closer concave eye
evocatively anachronistic alludes
strokes order fees appears practices
unseen celebrated squirmed haircut
balance conveys idealized
valuable goo Easter quick embodies
not intertwines collective
sand alienates source national rotten
sole storytelling erasing
minutes travel representations onwards

John Crouse & Jim Leftwich
ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIXTY FIVE

beehive requiem horseshoe: "electronic wear chin"
tuba horrific stylus: "frontier skin rain"
clinking randy scab: "foundation planet intern"
harpoon ringleader coconut: "manufacturer busking phantom"
majesty quirt confab: "property slice toes"
hambone fishnet irradiate: "restrictions dozens collate"
snoozes chocolate vagina: "farmer bonnet nettle"
neuroscience mistletoe knuckle: "monopoly jester quiet"
asking elephant barnstorm: "control pontoon springtime"



biplane international laughs: "pirates clunker sandbox"
skein reindeer apostrophe: "unlock tuna rift"
where is china? "corporate beans quorum."

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

2:10 AM (1 minute ago)
to Marco
Why we continue using the term asemic writing, even though there is no such thing:

i think all human experience has semantic content.
that's why i think asemic writing is a kind of aspirational writing.
we aspire to create an asemic writing, a writing without semantic content.
and we fail.
so we try again, and fail again.
if we genuinely care about the practice, we repeat this process over and over, for a long time.
eventually, we lose all hope of achieving our goal.
we lose faith in the goal.
we no longer believe in our ability to create an asemic writing.
so we decide upon an alternative goal.
we decide the process has never been about the product, the object, the poem. it has always
been only about the process.
it has always been about the process of training the mind, perhaps of quieting the mind (to
borrow a phrase from John Cage).
it is a writing against itself, and more than that, a writing against the self.
that is how it can be compared to a spiritual discipline, like zazen or hesychasm, or zerufe otiot.
that is why standards of aesthetic quality are worse than irrelevant to the process.
and, that is also why a hierarchy of practitioners is worse than irrelevant in this context.


